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AbstractComputer Science departments have a good track record of sending out well qual-i�ed graduates, but employers complain that they are lacking in skills regarded asnecessary - these are such as reporting, negotiating, organising and scheduling that are�nding their way into many syllabi under the heading `Inter-personal and TransferableSkills'.The School of Computer Studies at Leeds has been one of a number of departmentsto institute a `Professional Development' module in this area, �rst delivered in 1992/3.We report here on a radical approach that reduces content to a minimum in ane�ort to raise experience to a maximum. The module has been delivered for threeyears and has evolved radically in that time in response to perceived shortcomings andstudent reaction. In its �rst year, there were some powerful and hostile opinions, butlatterly, the experience has been recorded as very positive and explicitly useful.We describe the module structure, and outline course-work and delivery issuesthat mark the module out as a unique experience for nearly all our students. Theassessment techniques are an integral part of the experience, and include group activityand peer assessment as a major plank. We also describe a large scale peer tutoringscheme in which �nalists take control of �rst year students as an assessable exercise inmanagement, an innovation that has been greeted with near unanimous enthusiasm,and which has provided experience of critical importance.Comments and opinions on the development are presented in the form of studentfeedback, and external assessors (HEFCE and BCS) opinion. We believe our modelfor delivering and assessing this important material is a success and widely applicableelsewhere.1 IntroductionThe School of Computer Studies at the University of Leeds is similar to most other depart-ments that o�er degrees in Computing and related disciplines; overlooking speci�cs in thenature of intake and details of syllabus, most such degrees consist of a core on which thereis broad agreement, and some number of options that reect the particular strengths andinterests of the host department. Usually the study is conducted over three years, and isaugmented by a sizable project.This format is common in general pro�le to many science and engineering subjects and seemsto have served computer science, albeit for a shorter time, relatively well inasmuch as thesta� took some satisfaction in teaching what the students (largely) wanted to learn, afterwhich the great majority of them moved into a career path of their choice.Times change. The last ten, and particularly �ve, years have seen various factors alter ourperception of what should be in the core. In particular, the expansion of numbers, asidefrom the well known problems it brings [Gibbs 92], has changed the nature of the studentpopulation [MacFarlane 92, Habeshaw et al. 92] such that we may no longer take for grantedskills of organisation and presentation (if we ever could), and secondly the pervasion ofIT through all syllabi means that it is necessary to produce the `value added' computinggraduate if we are to give them a fair chance in the employment market { employers facedwith a choice between an articulate and erudite graduate in Underwater Needlework who1
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can easily be trained to use Access and Word, and a IIii graduate in Computer Science, withsome air for C++, will make a decision very quickly.These changes had been perceived, but a spur to immediate remedial action locally camewith a BCS accreditation visit in 1990; the BCS were happy to endorse the scheme theyinspected, but noted in their report [BCS 90]: `A more formal approach should be taken toprofessional issues', indicating that the production of skilled technicians was not enough,and that their next inspection would pay heed to this fact.We thus identify a need to build a di�erent kind of material into our scheme than had beenthere before; this change would be designed better to equip graduates for their destinationafter university. In this paper we describe the approach taken at the University of Leeds tomaking this change { in Section 2 we establish the basis and aims of the work, in Section 3its implementation, in Section 4 we overview the results of the experiment, and in Section 5we look at documented reactions, internal and external.2 BackgroundStudents attending university to study computer science have particular preconceptions thatrarely include the need to acquire study skills or verse themselves in professional issues. Anearly view was taken therefore that changes to the syllabus would need to be incorporatedwithin mandatory modules, or to occupy a mandatory module. The BCS noted [BCS 90]`. . . professionalism should not be seen as peripheral by the students . . . '.This raises issues of embedding [Brown and Atkins 88, MacFarlane 92], { ensuring the rele-vance of material that is not seen by the students as core to the discipline; computer scienceoften su�ers an analogous problem with the delivery of mathematics. Stand alone modulesdelivering material that is not seen as being of immediate relevance, especially if mandatoryrather than optional, have di�culty achieving their objectives, and often fail to establishthe transferability of their content. In our context, incremental introduction of professionaldevelopment does take place in many other modules in the form of organised group activity,reporting etc., but the view was taken that the signi�cant change required, and the impor-tance accorded by the BCS to what we were hoping to do, was such that speci�c new moduleswere in order. This established, it was clear that the perceived relevance of the module tothe students would be a critical factor. There remains an argument over whether this is,in the long term, the correct solution, and undoubtedly a complete embedding of all thismaterial, together with a culture change in all the traditional modules, would be preferable,if di�cult to achieve in an acceptable timescale.We have thus established two compulsory modules; the �rst is taken in the �rst semester ofstudents' �rst year and the second in the �rst semester of their �nal year.1. Professional Development I (PD1) is one of the �rst modules that new students en-counter, and therefore has the advantage of being able to mould attitudes before theiropinions are too �rmly formed. There is a mixture of traditional material (Data Protec-tion Act, codes of practice, a formal examination) and innovative approach (practicalreport writing, verbal presentation and group organisation). The class is at its most2
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varied in terms of preconception and prior knowledge, and the module cannot hope toextend beyond a very elementary level.2. Professional Development II (PD2) is a �nal year module taken by students just as theyare focussing on their career after graduation. There are, therefore, two advantages wecan deploy { the students have a signi�cant technical background as a result of twoyears HE, and they are aware (or at least more aware) of the need to gear themselvesfor the outside world. This provides the potential for a more advanced approach withhigher student motivation.Representing the general requirement from the accrediting body for the introduction of `pro-fessionalism', the drawbacks in our graduates perceived by sta�, employers and themselveswere� Under-rehearsed presentation skills, verbal and written.� A failure to see their studies in context { little appreciation of cost, personnel andpolitical constraints.� Little if any idea of what `employment' actually meant, and therefore little to go on inchoosing potential careers.� Little if any idea of what their degree actually represented; an inability to express whatthey did and didn't know.They were, however, largely very good on the technical front. A senior personnel o�cer froma major employer once said `Your students are �ne technicians, but they have no commonsense'. With this in mind, the PD2 module set out to deliver common sense rather thantechnical skills.3 ImplementationA simple approach, already widely used [Bott et al. 91, Rose and Linz 92, Myers 95], is toestablish a syllabus, deliver it in the formal lecture manner, and then examine in the tra-ditional way. This approach was rejected at an early stage since �rstly it was felt that thismerely accentuated student attitudes to cramming and testing, at the expense of learning,and secondly it failed to provide any element of `professional experience', the factor thatseemed to be absent from much of their education.Given carte blanche to develop an innovative module, there is a great deal one might do.With no personal experience, and no record of a similar job being done elsewhere, we drewa list of objectives and developed activities that were a shot in the dark. Accordingly, the�ner grained aims of PD2 were summarised as� A need to learn to look for information by initiative rather than direction� A need to learn the skills of large scale project reporting3
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� A need to learn to apply taught knowledge in a new domain quickly� A need to learn the real value of hardware and software� A need to understand the realities of the modern IT industry� A need to appreciate the relevance of what had been learnedThis is not presented as a complete list, and doubtless any professional could add to it;in particular, we omit, for example, the technicalities of computer legislation. The feeling,however, was that these technicalities were always available to those who wished to acquirethem, but that the rough skill set outlined could make a large di�erence to the professionalpro�le of many graduates { that is, it could give them some `common sense'.3.1 First attempt, 1992/3We presented a module with no more than three formal `lectures' in the accepted sense;instead there were a number of exercises, some conducted in the class and some outside afterin-class brie�ng. These were1. An exercise in setting an examination question that was not speci�c to any one othermodule { a general `problem'.2. A group exercise in costing and tendering for a signi�cant software development3. A group exercise in specifying a software solution (a live example, set by an externalprofessional)4. An exercise in assessing a �nal year project from an earlier year5. An exercise in selecting, reading and reviewing a journal articleMindful of the need to establish relevance, the �rst hour of contact is given over to the simplequestion `What is a degree?' to elicit from the students what their own expectations of thequali�cation are, and what those of employers, the university, HMG and others may be. Theoutput of this session makes productive feedback at the end of the module.Since most of the sessions provided no traditional notes, a stick and carrot' approach wastaken to enforcing attendance; the carrot was that a sensible approach to assessed exercisesusually depended on live brie�ngs, and the stick was that `attendance tests' were sometimesissued. These were trivial exercises that scored assessed credit, but which were only availableto those present.In addition, there was a program of 5 sessions delivered by a range of external speakers fromthe industry, ranging from a local software house to senior IBM personnel, and the moduleended with a `test' held as an open-book examination, which posed questions similar to thoseproduced by the �rst exercise.Section 4 discusses the outcome of this initial approach, but we note here that studentreaction was highly variable, and while the various exercises were designed in a moderately4
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obvious way to attack the stated aims, and some were successful, some were certainly not.The course was not a failure, and the exercises above are listed in approximate order of`success'.3.2 Later attempts, 1993-5Careful thought was given to the problems experienced in 1992/3 { these were due to anumber of causes, but notably over-ambition in what a suspicious audience could and wouldaccept, some ill-devised exercises, and inexperience in radical delivery.As a result of this, signi�cant changes were put in place { in summary, these were1. Withdrawal of the exercises numbered 4 and 5 above, and signi�cant change to number3.2. Withdrawal of the examination, but introduction of snap `tests' of a similar nature.3. Introduction of signi�cant self and peer assessment under close supervision, with greatstress on feedback.4. Introduction of an exercise in management of �rst year students.5. Introduction of an exercise in composing a departmental prospectus, based on thestudents' own experiences.6. Introduction of a group exercise that culminated in a verbal presentation to the re-mainder of the class.7. Introduction of various interactive activities that were usually low on `content' buthigh on activity.8. The retention of presentations by external speakers, but with fewer mature profession-als and more recent graduates.Some details of the key points here are given in Section 44 DiscussionOur e�orts at presenting `professionalism' as part of a Computer Studies syllabus haveevolved a lot in a short time, and resulted in a 10 credit module (one twelfth of the �nalyear) that is very low indeed on formal content, but which the students will report as amongthe hardest work they undertake; simultaneously, most of them will report very positiveattitudes toward it.We have come to this position via some early important mistakes which may be documentedas; 5
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1. The broad mass of students are simply not prepared for the kind of material that wasbeing o�ered; over two years of `computing' in its traditional sense created an attitudeto what university study was, and did nothing to pave the way for an `awareness'module.2. Some of the signi�cant work was unsuitable; exercises related to journal study andproject assessment, while acceptable in principle, did little to key into students' ex-perience or expectations, and would have needed very signi�cant prior preparation tosucceed. The few who did it well were those who were not in need of the experience inany case.3. Simply too much work was set { a common mistake in misjudging how much wasnecessary to acquit exercises. This turned the module into a treadmill rather thanstimulation.4. We were over ambitious in our expectations of what the students could absorb anddo. This was particularly noticeable in an address by two very entertaining and seniorIBM speakers who held the sta� and postgraduate sections of the audience spellboundwith their insights into the industry and its prospects { regrettably the material wentover the heads of much of the audience who did not have the vocabulary, experienceor maturity to comprehend much of the material.5. The terminating exam was unnecessary, and only served the purpose of standardisingassessment; this was clear to the students.These problems were immediately clear from an e�cient and reliable feedback collectionexercise, and resulted in many changes, the major ones of which are outlined in Section 3.The key successful features of the current o�ering may be noted (in an order of approximatepriority);1. The reduction and change in the number and nature of exercises. We retain thetendering exercise (of great value), and introduce the requirement to prepare a publictalk on a general topic in the subject area (for example, `The provision of PCs withinthe University of Leeds' or `The increase in undergraduate numbers'). We have alsointroduced a major and highly successful exercise that deploys �nalists as managersof a �rst year PD1 activity. While there is an element of peer tutoring in this, it isthe management of juniors that makes it most valuable { the reaction to this has beenvery positive, and it has generated some excellent work in developing, reporting andlogging skills, personnel issues aside. This is documented fully elsewhere [Boyle 95].2. Very signi�cant use of self and peer assessment has been developed, both individu-ally and group based. This is heavily briefed and debriefed, with a process ratherthan content stress; the result is a much clearer student understanding of assessmentmechanisms and reliability.3. External speakers are retained for the value of their contributions, but most of themare now young recent graduates, often known personally to the audience. The abilityof these people to explain in a way that is understood far exceeds that of the mostexperienced lecturer in the areas of maximal interest, such as `Which career?', `How toapply?', `What is it really like?'. 6
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4. We aim low, erring on the side of under- rather than over-ambition. This producescomprehensible and assailable tasks, with a sense of achievement on both sides, thatoften receive disproportionate amounts of student e�ort simply because they are wellunderstood.We see here a concentration throughout on process rather than content; it is possible to pointout to the students at the end of the module that they have actually done something, eventhough they have no fact list to attach to it. This debrie�ng is critical { lengthy sessionsdwelling on questions such as `What is a Computer Science degree?' or `Why is COBOL stillwidespread?' (both of which we use) are stimulating and rewarding to all, but the bene�tsneed explicit statement. This is an immediate bonus to those completing application formsdemanding details of `experience'.This is emphasised by the group-work experience; group activities are often deeply unpopularamong students, but we have managed to establish a format that �nds broad favour withthe class. This has in turn generated guidelines for the setting of group-work that have beenadopted as departmental policy, providing a bene�cial knock-on throughout our teaching.There is a natural academic suspicion of this kind of innovation; in the absence of a fact listor coherent syllabus, the question `So what do you do?' is natural; a good counter questionis then `Well what is professionalism?'. Having lifted ideas above the level of rote knowledgeof the Data Protection Act, it then becomes clear that one is not learning `facts'.A natural, but mistaken, reaction to this is to create a lot of (potentially interesting andvaluable) assessed work, to ensure that the students are kept `busy' { this is certainly part ofwhat was wrong with the �rst running of PD2. It is the case, however, that the adage `teachless, learn more' is as true in this domain as any other, and giving time for the project workis rewarded by very good work indeed more often than not; we contend this is attributableto real interest and hence motivation, based on an understanding of relevance.5 Reactions5.1 InternalAn innovatory feature of the module, since extended to many others with an aim of makingit general practice, is to make feedback collection an integral part of delivery { this meansdevoting at least a session to it, and analysing it in detail. This is counter to the common`questionnaire' approach which is quick and quantitative, but of arguable reliability andvalue. We are con�dent that the feedback obtained from students is an accurate reectionof their reactions and feelingsReactions to the �rst o�ering were highly bimodal { extreme responses were `This is whatI thought University would be like, not just copying notes from slides' and `Weren't toldanything, it was c**p'; the problem was that the former response was made by the strongerstudents who were less in need of the material, while the broad mass tended toward thenegative view. These negative responses illustrated a failure to comprehend the purpose ofthe activities { a more considered complaint was ` He only told us what we don't know'. The7
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content of responses was extremely useful in informing the changes that followed.Corresponding responses in the subsequent two years have been overwhelmingly positive,with various mature observations such as `Many of the presentation skills of the speakerswere lacking', `I began to enjoy group work', `Di�cult and interesting', `Shouldn't this stu�be more integrated into other modules?', ` .. people are so di�cult sometimes ..', `Graduatesstill have so much to learn', `Group-work de�nitely successful', `Some experiences were verygood but not pleasant', `Objectives were met through failing - learning from mistakes', `Onlymodule I didn't miss a lecture in my entire time at Leeds', `Found I could apply unrelatedexperiences quite appropriately', `.. a very traumatic experience .. ' We see here somede�nite developments in abstract understanding of the graduates' role in the world they areentering, with the more critical remarks betraying valuable experience. These remarks, andmany other, �ner grained, comments index directly into the aims originally spelled out, andin the majority of cases provide tangible evidence of success in meeting them.A recurring observation in the feedback is the time expended { this is a common feature ofcourse-work biased modules usually associated with bitter complaint. It is notable that theseclasses did not often complain about the load, but instead produced remarks indicating thatthey were persuaded of the relevance, interest and use of what they were being asked to do.5.2 ExternalAlong with most similar departments, we have been subject to scrutiny from HEFCE teach-ing assessors, and have also recently been re-assessed by the BCS. In addition, externalexaminers have a role in monitoring curriculum developments, and have paid particularattention to innovatory changes.Teaching assessors (who coincidentally were able to spectate on some of the activities) re-garded the module very positively, a useful observation in view of the wider perspectivethey were able to bring to their judgements. Likewise, external examiners reports indicateinterest in the approach and satisfaction with its outcomes. Perhaps most consequentially,the 1995 visit of the BCS paid close attention to the changes they had requested �ve yearsearlier, and were wholly positive about what they saw.The issue of `standards' in HE is a topic of great current interest; frequently it is noted[HEQC 95] that the most objective judgements that are possible come from TQA, or exter-nal examiners, or accreditation by professional bodies. We can present acceptance of ourdevelopments by all three.5.3 GeneralThe proof of the pudding is in the eating, and positive remarks by students or assessors donot necessarily translate into `success'. In this regard, the evidence we have is necessarilyless tangible, but we can note� Many students, on return from interviews for jobs, report the experience of PD2 to beuseful, both in preparation and in the positive interest displayed by employers, often8
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surprised to learn what is being delivered within the institution.� Recent graduates have reported anecdotally the value of the module; one, as a speakerto a subsequent year, noted it was the most important thing she had done at university.� We see a far better quality of CV being produced by the students' own e�orts {partly because they have more they can write down, and partly because of a betterunderstanding of what should be presented.We may also note signi�cant success among our graduates in �nding jobs, but it ispossible this is attributable also to a general upturn in the IT jobs market.6 ConclusionsWe have described a need for the delivery of `professionalism' within the syllabus of an ITdegree, and presented one approach to this. We chose to establish two mandatory modules,rather than options or an `embedded approach'; this is vindicated by the unpopularity ofthe modules among those permitted to choose them as options or electives, meaning thatthe bene�ts are not clear to the students until completion, and the fact that incrementalembedding of `professional' issues in established modules is a slow process that is di�cult toco-ordinate.We have described how the module has evolved signi�cantly in the light of experience towardbeing perceived as a signi�cant load, but enjoyable and stimulating, with minimal accent oncontent and much experience that the students can deploy immediately in their pursuit ofcareers.In closing we note that we are implementing a third `Professional Development' module forsecond year students, to bridge the gap between those we have established. Further, the BCSaccreditation team, a primary motivator for introducing these modules, have re-assessed ourscheme and drawn particular attention to their pleasure with the approach we have used[BCS 95] { `. . . coverage of this area was now exemplary'. They conclude by asking for thedevelopments to be extended as a mandatory element of our accredited MSc delivery.References[BCS 90] BCS. Report of the accreditation visit to the University of Leeds on Wednesday21st March, 1990. Not for publication, 1990.[BCS 95] BCS. Report of the accreditation visit to the University of Leeds on Thursday16th March, 1995. Not for publication, 1995.[Bott et al. 91] F Bott, A Coleman, J Eaton, and D Rowland. Professional Issues in SoftwareEngineering. Pitman, London, 1991.[Boyle 95] R D Boyle. Exercising management among IT graduates. Technical Report95.21, School of Computer Studies, University of Leeds, 1995. Submitted to IEEEngineering Science and Education. 9
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